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  Providing a dataset1 with a suitable volume and high accuracy for 

training deep neural networks is considered to be one of the basic 

requirements in that a suitable dataset in terms of the number and 

quality of images and labeling accuracy can have a great impact on 

the output accuracy of the trained network. The dataset presented in 

this article contains 3000 images downloaded from online Iranian car 

sales companies, including Divar and Bama sites, which are manually 

labeled in three classes: car, truck, and bus. The labels are in the form 

of 5765 bounding boxes, which characterize the vehicles in the image 

with high accuracy, ultimately resulting in a unique dataset that is 

made available for public use. The YOLOv8s algorithm, trained on 

this dataset, achieves an impressive final precision of 91.7% for 

validation images. The Mean Average Precision (mAP) at a 50% 

threshold is recorded at 92.6%. This precision is considered suitable 

for city vehicle detection networks. Notably, when comparing the 

YOLOv8s algorithm trained with this dataset to YOLOv8s trained 

with the COCO dataset, there is a remarkable 10% increase in mAP 

at 50% and an approximately 22% improvement in the mAP range of 

50% to 95%.  
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1. Introduction 

Due to the increase in population in recent years, 

intelligent transportation systems (ITS) need more 

accurate and newer tools for traffic control. With 

the progress of computer vision techniques, 

reducing hardware costs, providing faster (real-

time) response, simpler installation and 

maintenance, and the existence of more 

comprehensive information in the traffic 

monitoring method by using video image 

processing, this method has been more popular 

among researchers [1]. 

Having a suitable and accurate dataset is crucial in 

training a deep neural network to identify desired 

objects in images. In specific applications like 

vehicle identification, a local dataset proves 

invaluable for researchers in developing algorithms 

                                                      

1 Dataset is available in address: https://github.com/pouria-maleki/Iranian-Vehicle-images-dataset-for-detection 

that teach effectively and yield acceptable results 

[2]. 

In this article, numerous vehicle images from Iran 

were collected from online vehicle marketplaces. 

Human experts at the artificial intelligence school 

of Bu Ali Sina University classified them into three 

categories: car, bus, and truck, achieving high 

labeling accuracy. 

Prior to this study, researchers utilized public 

datasets mentioned in the dataset introduction 

section to train vehicle identification networks. 

However, this approach led to ineffective 

algorithms in the Iranian context. The diversity and 

high labeling accuracy of the dataset presented in 

this article, combined with training the YOLOv8s 

algorithm, resulted in promising outcomes. In 

training the YOLOv8s algorithm with the dataset 

mailto:a.ramazani@basu.ac.ir%20(A
https://github.com/pouria-maleki/Iranian-Vehicle-images-dataset-for-detection
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introduced in this article and comparing it to the 

version trained with the COCO dataset [3], a 

significant 7% increase in average precision across 

three classes was observed. Furthermore, the Mean 

Average Precision (mAP) at a 50% threshold 

improved by 10%, and the mAP across the 50%-

90% threshold range showed a substantial 20% 

increase. 

Our study focuses on developing a specialized 

dataset for Iranian vehicles and optimizing it for 

object detection with YOLOv8s. While our 

theoretical contributions may seem modest, the 

true value lies in addressing practical challenges 

and filling a critical gap in the field. The dataset's 

uniqueness lies in its meticulous curation from 

diverse sources, accurately reflecting Iranian 

vehicular scenarios. Demonstrating the YOLOv8s 

algorithm's efficacy, the dataset significantly 

improves object detection accuracy in Iranian 

urban traffic. Exceptional precision and mAP 

metrics highlight its practical value for training 

deep neural networks in intelligent transportation 

systems. Despite not introducing groundbreaking 

algorithms, our manuscript makes a substantial 

contribution through its specialized dataset, 

emphasizing the importance of domain-specific 

data in advancing intelligent transportation 

research. 

2. Object Detection 

Regarding the problem of classifying vehicles in 

one image, there can be several different classes in 

one image (for example, human, car, etc.), so the 

position of the objects must be found first and then 

classified. In such cases, object detection algorithm 

is used. Figure 1 shows a general diagram of the 

object detection algorithm. 
 

 
Figure 1. Object detection algorithm. 

 

Normally, modern object detection algorithms can 

be divided into one-stage and two-stage methods. 

Although two-stage methods are more accurate in 

identifying objects, one-stage methods are much 

faster in this field. Two-stage methods perform the 

object detection process in two stages: Region 

Proposal Network (RPN) and Detection head  

(DH). Algorithms of R-CNN series are of two-

stage type and have high popularity and power [4]. 

In these methods, first a large set of proposals or 

boxes are produced for each image, then each 

proposal is changed to a specific size and provided 

to CNN networks for feature extraction [5]. 

Finally, a classifier is used to specify these 

generated boxes, which is a relatively complex path 

that has low speed and is difficult to optimize, 

because each of these components must be trained 

separately [6]. In R-CNN, there were 2000 region 

proposals for each image, and the image 

classification algorithm calculated a separate 

feature map for each initial region proposal, which 

was a costly process. In this regard, Ross Girshick 

proposed a method called Fast R-CNN, which 

significantly increased the speed of object 

detection. The main idea in this method was that 

instead of 2000 feature maps as the initial output of 

the network, a single feature mAP is calculated for 

the entire image, and finally, for each area 

proposal, a region of interest (RoI), extracts a 

pooling layer, a feature vector of constant length 

from the feature map [7]. 

Each feature vector is then used for object 

classification and recognition. Another introduced 

algorithm for object recognition was a method that 

worked with the help of the Faster R-CNN 

algorithm. In this algorithm, the main idea was that 

both parts (region proposal calculation and image 

classification) can use the same feature map and 

thus share the computational burden. In this 

method, a convolutional neural network is used to 

prepare a feature mAP of the image, which 

simultaneously trains the region proposal network 

and image classification. Because of this joint 

process, the speed of object detection decreases 

significantly [6]. Another method from this group 

is called Mask R-CNN, introduced in 2017, which 

has a faster approach to object detection. In this 

algorithm, objects are detected by performing four 

steps. First, with the help of a convolution network 

(Resnet 50 or Resnet 101) a feature mAP is 

obtained from each image, and then in the second 

step, with the help of the RPN network, it extracts 

the proposed regions that are likely to have objects 

in them, and finally in the third step, the identified 

regions are classified and the correction of the 

proposed bounding box is done. In the fourth step, 

a convolution network is increased with the help of 

defined masks to the size of the boxes surrounding 

the proposed regions and provide the final masks 

for each object [8]. 
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Figure 2. Two-stage detection of objects. 

 

one-stage methods were proposed to solve the 

challenge of low speed in two-stage methods. In 

one-stage methods, the RPN block in two-stage 

methods is removed, so in this category, according 

to Figure 3, there is no more RPN part in single-

stage object recognition, and the CNN output 

feature map goes directly to DH. The famous 

YOLO network is the founder of one-stage 

methods, which is still very popular among 

researchers [9]. 
 

 
Figure 3. Single-stage detection of objects. 

 

Therefore, to improve the speed and accuracy of 

region-based object detection methods, Redmon et 

al. converted direct object detection to regression 

and proposed the YOLO object detection method. 

In the initial version of Yolo, the Darknet trained 

network was used, which of course faced problems 

in detecting small objects [9]. In the second version 

of the YOLO algorithm, the Darknet-19 network 

was used with 19 convolution layers and 5 max 

pooling layers, and the innovation used in this 

version is to use the k-means clustering algorithm 

to select six anchor boxes of different sizes 

according to the training dataset [10]. In the third 

version of Yolo algorithm, 53 convolution layers 

are used for detection and more than 53 layers for 

final detection, which includes about 106 layers in 

total. 

The innovation used in this version of the algorithm 

is the use of residual blocks, which has made this 

version relatively outperform the previous versions 

[11]. In the fourth version, the YOLO algorithm is 

used in the GPU model of CSPDarknet53 and to 

improve the performance of network. The 

innovations of this version are divided into BOF 

and BOS, among which the most important ones 

include cases such as the use of the mish activation 

function, changes in the cost function, unique data 

augmentation methods, and so on [12]. 

YOLOv5 is highlighted for its implementation 

using the PyTorch library, resulting in significantly 

reduced training time compared to YOLOv4 while 

maintaining similar object detection performance. 

YOLOv6, developed by the Meituan team, 

introduced architectural improvements and 

hardware-aware designs. YOLOv7 reduces 

parameters and computations while achieving high 

performance [13-15]. 

YOLOv8s underscores the growing misuse of 

drones, prompting the need for robust detection 

technology. The paper proposes a generalized real-

time flying object detection model using 

YOLOv8s. The methodology involves training on 

a diverse dataset and transferring weights for 

refinement. The study showcases the effectiveness 

of YOLOv8s in detecting aerial objects, 

positioning it as a potential state-of-the-art solution 

[3]. 
Detecting vehicles in urban environments has more 

challenges than detecting objects in non-urban 

environments (roads and highways) because 

detecting objects in urban environments comes 

with many challenges, including the effects of 

various factors, such as more congestion in urban 

environments compared to road environments, the 

presence of different fixed and moving objects in 

the background of images and various 

environmental changes, etc. so that the percentage 

of object detection by detection algorithms in urban 

environments ranges from 60 to 86%, but in 

suburban environments, they have reached 

numbers higher than 90% [1]. 

There are many articles on different versions of the 

YOLO algorithm or its upgraded and personalized 

versions used for vehicle detection, each of which 

has been upgraded for a specific purpose; for 

example, vehicle speed monitoring [16,17]; 

supervision of traffic violations [18]; vehicle 

tracking [17,19]; classification of vehicles [17, 20-

23]; vehicle counting system on streets and 

highways [17]; parking point detection from the 

car's point of view for parking attendants [24]; 
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monitoring the parking place [24], detecting cars in 

special environmental conditions [25,26], and 

detecting emergency vehicles in snowy weather 

[27,28] for which there should be a suitable dataset 

for training the network. Among the famous 

datasets used in this field, we can refer to the KITTI 

dataset [29], which contains images of highways 

and ordinary roads, generally used for training 

networks to detect and track objects for automatic 

driving. Another famous dataset in this field is the 

Stanford Car dataset [30], which contains 19,618 

categories of vehicles that include the brands, 

models, and years of production of cars. Still 

another famous dataset in this field is the 

Comprehensive Cars Dataset [31], which contains 

27,618 images including maximum vehicle speed, 

number of doors, number of seats, and car type. 

The next dataset is BIT-Vehicle, which provides 

9,850 images of vehicles captured from above by 

surveillance cameras, including SUV, sedan, 

minivan, truck, bus, and minibus categories [32]. 

The next dataset is the UA_DETRAC dataset, 

which contains 10 hours of footage captured with a 

Cannon EOS 550D camera at 24 different locations 

in Beijing and Tianjin, China. Videos are recorded 

at 25 frames per second with a resolution of 540 x 

960 pixels and ultimately contain 8,250 vehicles 

[33]. 
Several existing datasets for Iranian cars 

predominantly focus on classification algorithms, 

particularly centering on domestically produced 

vehicles. Notably, the SIVD [34] dataset, 

comprising 29 classes and 36,705 images, 

prioritizes the development of a classification 

network for Iranian vehicle recognition. However, 

it lacks labeled images for identifying specific cars. 

Another dataset, the IRVD [35] dataset, 

emphasizes the preparation of large-scale datasets 

for each country, introducing a new standard 

dataset for popular Iranian vehicles, focusing on 

vehicle classification and license plate recognition. 

In contrast, our dataset, presented in this article, 

offers a unique approach. It is meticulously curated 

from online car sales platforms and urban 

intersections, encompassing all categories of 

cars—whether domestically produced, assembled, 

or imported. This diversity positions our dataset as 

a valuable resource for training car recognition 

algorithms. 
 

3.Dataset 

In this article, a database consisting of images of 

common vehicles in Iran from websites and 

companies selling vehicles in Iran (Divar site [36], 

Bama site [37]) as well as traffic recorded images 

from several intersections has been collected and 

used in the city of Hamedan, Iran, which has 

provided a unique dataset for training the traffic 

detection network of Iranian vehicles in urban 

roads, which has not been provided in any format 

so far. In order to label images, there are different 

methods and software. In this paper, a web-based 

software called Roboflow is used, which provides 

special features for labeling and data management. 

The collected dataset is labeled in three classes: 

car, bus and truck. Figure 4 shows an example of 

each labeled image from each class. 
 

 
Figure 4. Image of classes. 

 

 
Figure 5. Dataset parameters. 

 

The total number of images in the dataset is 3000, 

which includes 5,765 labels of all classes. The 

average size of the dataset images is 0.36 mega 

pixels and the average dimensions of the images 

are 600 x 600 pixels, which are suitable for the 

input of deep neural networks. The distribution of 

labels in the dataset images for different classes and 

some other parameters is shown in Figure 5, and as 

can be seen, the number of samples in the bus and  
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Figure 6. Dispersion of vehicle counts in dataset. 
 

 
Figure 7. An example of different directions of a vehicle in 

the dataset. 
 

 

Figure 8. Scatter histogram of image direction. 

truck class is much less than that of the car class, 

which should be taken into account when training 

the network. 

The histogram or dispersion of the number of 

objects (vehicles) in the dataset images is shown in  

Figure 6. As can be seen, the dataset images are 

generally single objects or "two to eight objects" 

and the images with a large number of objects in 

the dataset are very rarely seen. 

The images downloaded from online car sale sites 

have been selected from the site's latest ads and the 

most popular items for sale (the most popular 

models), because this choice makes the selected 

images the best representative for images of 

vehicles in use in Iran. 
As the pictures were taken by the sellers of the 

vehicles and the buyers have to see all the 

directions of the vehicle when buying, generally 

there are images from different directions of the 

same vehicle. An example of these images taken 

from different directions of a vehicle can be seen in 

Figure 7, and this issue can help a lot to learn object 

detection networks. 
The following histogram in Figure 8 shows the 

dataset images scattered in 3 categories: Training 

data, Validation data, and Test data. To divide the 

directions, Figure 9 is used, which includes the 

front direction, the side, the back, the front corners 

and the rear corners, and as it is known, the dataset 

has a good richness in terms of the variety of the 

directions of the images, and it is a good 

representative for network training and evaluation 

in all directions. 
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Figure 9. The method of dividing the directions of 

images 
 

 
Figure 10. Different versions of vehicles produced by Iran 

Khodro and Saipa 
 

Iran has 2 main vehicle sale factories, namely Iran 

Khodro and Saipa, each having several best-selling 

products, which includes the majority of vehicles 

currently in use in Iran. The dataset collected in this 

article also has suitable samples of vehicles 

produced by these two factories. For example, one 

of the best-selling products of the Saipa factory is 

Pride, and one of the best-selling products of the 

Iran Khodro factory is the assembly cars of the 

French Peugeot company with modifications, each 

having different versions. Figure 10 shows the 

existence of different versions and different images 

of these products. The dataset shows that the 

situation is the same for other products of these two 

factories, and considering that the images were 

collected from the two main car sale sites in Iran, 

other popular brands in Iran also have good 

representatives in dataset images. 

Next, in order to train and evaluate the network, the 

dataset is randomly divided into three categories: 

training data, validation data, and a category 

completely outside of this collection is prepared for 

the final test of the network, called test data. 

In order to improve the training of YOLO 

algorithm and the training time, the images have 

been converted to 800 x 800 and due to the problem 

of imbalance in the dataset (caused by the large 

difference in the number of samples from each 

class in the dataset), the data augmentation method 

has been used. This approach includes the 

following techniques: turning the images from left 

to right and top to bottom, rotating the image to a 

random value, cutting the image to a random size, 

erasing randomly, mixing images, mosaic data 

augmentation, etc. An example of the images 

produced after data augmentation is shown in 

Figure 11, indicating the types of data augmetation 

used in this article on the images [38-41]. 
 

 

 
Figure 11. Types of augmentation on the images  

 

4. Experimental setups and results 

In order to train the algorithm, TCI TELSA P-100 

graphics card is used in this article, which has about 

16 GB of memory.  
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Figure 12. Precision during network training. 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Validation box loss during network training. 

 

 
Figure 14. Plots of box loss, objectness loss, classification loss, precision, recall and mean average precision (mAP) over the 

training epochs for the training and validation set.

The total number of epochs considered for training 

is 100 and the learning rate is set downward from 

the initial value of 0.01 to the final value of 0.001. 

To examine the results obtained after training the 

first network, we evaluated the percision of the 

network. As seen in Figure 12, the percision of the 

network has increased and almost at the end of the 

training, a constant trend has taken place. It can be 

said that due to the constant trend of increasing 

percision at the end of training and not increasing 

percision, the selected point for ending network 

training is the right point. In the following, loss 

reduction has been investigated. As can be seen in 

Figure 13, the loss has a completely downward 

trend, which shows that the training method of the 

network has been properly selected and performed. 

Of course, to make a definitive statement, more 

investigation is needed on other network 

performance parameters, which will be discussed 

further. The network demonstrates an impressive 

overall precision of 91.7%, coupled with an 

outstanding mAP of 92.6% at a 50% threshold. 

Notably, the Bus class achieves the highest 

performance with an mAP of 96.3%, potentially 

 

Table 1. Comparison of YOLOv8s Algorithm Outputs: Trained with Dataset from this Article vs. COCO Dataset 

Map for threshold 

50%-90% 

Map for threshold 

50 % 

recalling percision class 

Our 

Dataset 

COCO 

Dataset 

Our 

Dataset 

COCO 

Dataset 

Our Dataset COCO 

Dataset 

Our  

Dataset 

COCO 

Dataset 

 

70.2 % 48.5% 92.6 % 82.43% 86.6% 82.1% 91.7% 85.9% For all classes 

64.1 % 49.3% 90.7 % 77.4% 83.1 % 81.6% 90.3 % 88.4% car 

74.9 % 50.8% 96.3 % 85.3% 90.6 % 84.4% 95 % 89.2% bus 

71.5 % 45.6% 90.8 % 84.6% 86.1 % 80.3% 89.9 % 80.1% truck 
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attributed to inherent differences in the visual 

characteristics of buses compared to other vehicle 

classes. 
Comprehensive results and criteria are detailed in  

Table 1, while the graphical representation in Figure 14 

vividly illustrates the model's enhanced performance 

across various metrics during both training and 

validation phases. Furthermore, to emphasize the 

substantial progress, we compare the YOLOv8 

algorithm trained with the COCO dataset. Despite the 

absence of specific classes (car, bus, and truck) in the 

COCO dataset, our model, when tested on the dataset 

presented in this article, In the mAP for a 50% threshold, 

there is approximately a 10% improvement, and for the 

mAP across the 50%-90% threshold range, the 

improvement is around 22%, as reflected in the results 

presented in  

Table 1. Figure 15 and Figure 16 are examples of 

the output of the algorithm images after training the 

network. It can be said that the network has been 

able to detect the location of objects and their class 

with high percision. 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Images showing the performance of detecting 

by using Yolov8s algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 16. The result images from the processing of the 

traffic control camera installed in Be'sat Boulevard, 

Hamadan, Iran by the algorithm developed in this article. 
 

According to the obtained results, it can be said that 

the dataset introduced in this article, which has 

been used for training the network, has a suitable 

quality and quantity, and the trained network can 

also cope well with the detection of vehicles in Iran 

in order to identify traffic. The YOLOv8 algorithm 

used in this article is one of the emerging cases in 

the field of object detection, which we see its 

progress and increase of use every day. To train a 

deep neural network as well as possible, above all, 

the existence of a good dataset can directly affect 

the performance of the system. 
 

5. Result and conclusion  

In future, the artificial intelligence transportation 

system will have a special place in the traffic 

control of cities so that they will gradually become 

an essential factor in the process of developing new 

infrastructure and systems for the efficiency of 

transportation systems. Also, with the emergence 

of smart vehicles and the ability to connect these 

devices with smart agents, there will definitely be 

new ways to develop transportation systems that 

can replace classic control methods with smart 

control techniques, but the lack of local datasets 

and the difficulty of collecting and labeling 

datasets has been a barrier to develop these systems 

and better training and usability of the networks. In 

this research, in order to identify Iranian vehicles, 

a new and optimal dataset has been introduced with 

the help of a single-stage method (YOLO 

algorithm) in order to detect Iranian vehicles for 
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urban traffic control in the city of Hamedan, Iran. 

The dataset used in this article is completely 

unique, which has been collected, modified and 

labeled by the researchers of this article, and it can 

be very useful for future work, made available to 

the public for this purpose. One advantage of the 

smart methods used in this article is the good ability 

of the algorithm to adapt to different environments, 

and it can be said that in future better efficiency and 

performance can be achieved by adjusting the 

network parameters. 
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 تصاویر خودرو های ایرانی برای الگوریتم تشخیص اشیاء مجموعه داده
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 چکیده:

سب و دقت بالا برا کیارائه  شبکه یمجموعه داده با حجم منا صب یهاآموزش  س یکی قیعم یع سا مجموعه  کی در آن  شود کهیم یتلق یاز الزامات ا

شده در  رائهداشته باشد. مجموعه داده ا شبکه یدر دقت خروج یادیز ریتواند تاثیم یو دقت برچسب گذار ریتصاو تیفیداده مناسب از نظر تعداد و ک

در سه کلاس  یباشد که به صورت دستیو باما م وارید تیاز جمله سا رانیخودرو ا نیفروش آنلا یهادانلود شده از شرکت ریتصو 3000مقاله شامل  نیا

را با دقت بالا  ریوموجود در تص یجعبه محدودکننده هستند که خودروها 5765ها به شکل اند. برچسبشده یو اتوبوس برچسب گذار ونیخودرو، کام

 تمی. الگورردیگیدر دسخخترس قرار م یاسخختفاده عموم یکه برا شخخودیمجموعه داده منحصخخر به فرد م کی جادیمنجر به ا تیو در نها کنندیمشخخ م م

YOLOv8s ست، به دقت نها نیا یکه بر رو شده ا صاو برای ٪91.7 موثر ییمجموعه داده آموزش داده  سنج ریت س یاعتبار  دقت  نیانگی. مابدییم تد

(mAP ) ستانه ست شده ثبت ٪92.6 در ٪50در آ ش  یهاشبکه یدقت برا نای. ا سا میت سب در نظر گرفته م یشهر هینقل لیو شود. قابل ذکر یمنا

ست، هنگام مقا قابل توجه  شی، افزاCOCOبا مجموعه داده  دهیآموزش د YOLOv8sمجموعه داده با  نیبا ا دهیآموزش د YOLOv8s تمیالگور سهیا

 .دارد وجود ٪95تا  %50 محدوده در بهبود ٪22 باًتقری و ٪50 با آستانه میانگین دقت در 10٪

  .، مجموعه داده خودرو، شبکه عصبی عمیق YOLOv8sتش یم شیی ،  :کلمات کلیدی

 


